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Available online 31 March 2016Flax is an important economic crop for seed oil and stem fiber. Phenotyping of traits such
as seed yield, seed quality, stem fiber yield, and quality characteristics is expensive and
time consuming. Genomic selection (GS) refers to a breeding approach aimed at selecting
preferred individuals based on genomic estimated breeding values predicted by a statistical
model based on the relationship between phenotypes and genome-wide genetic markers.We
evaluated the prediction accuracy of GS (rMP) and the efficiency of GS relative to phenotypic
selection (RE) for three GSmodels: ridge regression best linear unbiased prediction (RR-BLUP),
Bayesian LASSO (BL), and Bayesian ridge regression (BRR), for seed yield, oil content, iodine
value, linoleic, and linolenic acid contentwith a full and a common set of genome-wide simple
sequence repeat markers in each of three biparental populations. The three GS models
generated similar rMP and RE, while BRR displayed a higher coefficient of determination (R2)
of the fitted models than did RR-BLUP or BL. The mean rMP and RE varied for traits with
different heritabilities andwas affectedby the genetic variation of the traits in the populations.
GS for seed yield generated a mean RE of 1.52 across populations and marker sets, a value
significantly superior to that for direct phenotypic selection. Our empirical results provide
the first validation of GS in flax and demonstrate that GS could increase genetic gain per unit
time for linseed breeding. Further studies for selection of training populations and markers
are warranted.
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Genomic or genome-wide selection (GS) is a breeding method
based on the relationship between phenotype and a genome-
wide set of genetic markers. A practical GS approach in
breeding includes several steps [1–3]: (1) construction of an
optimal training population that is genetically diverse and.
. You).
cience Society of China a
on and hosting by Elsevie
rticle under the CC BY-Nlarge; (2) phenotyping individuals of the training population
in multiple environments; (3) genotyping individuals of the
training population with a genome-wide set of genetic
markers; (4) fitting an optimal statistical model based on the
phenotypic and genotypic data, and estimating marker effects
in the model; (5) genotyping test individuals with the markers
used in GS model fitting; and (6) applying the GS model tond Institute of Crop Science, CAAS.
r B.V. on behalf of Crop Science Society of China and Institute of
C-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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individuals for selection. GS has been proposed to be superior
to conventional phenotypic selection and maker assisted
selection (MAS) in time and money savings, and thereby to
increase the efficiency of plant breeding [4].
GS is commonly applied in animal breeding [2], and
extensive studies of GS in plants have been performed since
2007. Two research approaches have been employed to
evaluate the efficiency of GS in plant breeding. The first is
based on simulated [5–10] or real [11–13] marker data with
simulated population data. Computer simulation is advanta-
geous for generating data based on strict assumptions and for
investigating the relationship of GS accuracy with different
levels of factors influencing GS such as population type,
marker density, linkage disequilibrium of populations, QTL
number, and population size. The second approach is to use
empirical data, a practical approach to demonstrating actual
GS efficiency in plant breeding. To date, results of evaluation
of GS accuracy have been reported for several annual crops
such asmaize [14–23], barley and Arabidopsis [14], wheat [4,16],
rice [24–26], sugar beet [27], and sugarcane [28], and perennial
trees such as loblolly pine, eucalyptus [29–31], and apple [32].
For millennia, flax has been used as a food source and
to produce durable fibers and linen. More recently, flax
has become an important multi-purpose crop, owing to an
increasing demand for both oil and fiber [33]. Flax seeds
typically contain 35–50% oil composed of five main fatty acids:
palmitic (PAL, 6.0%), stearic (STE, 2.5%), oleic (OLE, 19.0%),
linoleic (LIO, 13.0%), and linolenic (LIN, 55.0%) [34,35]. LIN
is also referred to as α-linolenic acid (ALA). Recent work
has shown that flax's omega-3 fatty acids (LIN) and plant
estrogens contribute to reducing blood cholesterol levels and
mitigate heart disease and certain cancers in humans [36–38].
The major breeding aims of linseed development are high
seed yield (YLD), high oil content (OIL), and high (>65%), or low
(2–4%) LIN content. The first registered high-LIN linseed
cultivar in Canada is NuLin 50 with 68% LIN (http://www.
viterra.ca) [39]. Also, low-LIN (2–4%) and high-LIO (65–70%)
cultivars have been obtained by mutation breeding [39–41].
High-LIN flaxseed is one of the richest dietary sources of
ALA and is also a good source of soluble fiber mucilage [42],
whereas low LIN in seeds will effectively improve the
oxidative stability and suitability of linseed oil for food uses
[43]. Flax straw and its processed forms are widely used in
the manufacturing of fine papers and some industrial
fiber products such as the interior paneling of vehicles
(http://www.flaxcouncil.ca/english/index.jsp). Themajor breed-
ing aims of fiber flax are increased straw yield, fiber content
in straw, fiber quality, and resistance to disease and abiotic
stresses. However, phenotyping of seed yield, seed quality,
and fiber traits is time-consuming, labor-intensive, and
consequently costly. In addition, most of these traits are
quantitative. Conventional breeding using phenotyping
continues to predominate in flax breeding programs. Even
MAS based on single QTL can be ineffectual because of
potential overestimated QTL effects and small proportions of
the genetic variation explained by the QTL [3]. By predicting
breeding values of these traits for selection without prior
phenotyping, GS provides an alternative approach to the
quantitative traits in flax breeding.Single sequence repeats (SSRs) or microsatellites are
stretches of DNA containing a variable number of short
tandem repeats. They are generally codominant, highly poly-
morphic, abundant, and reliable, and can be readily developed
from existing genomic sequences or expressed sequence
tags (ESTs) [44]. Currently more than 1400 SSR markers have
been developed in flax from EST libraries [45–47] or genomic
sequences [45,48–51]. These SSRmarkers have beenused for the
construction of genetic maps [52,53], genetic diversity assess-
ment [54,55], QTL mapping [53], and association studies [56,57].
A total of 770 markers were incorporated into a consensusmap
from three biparental populations. The map had a total length
of 1551 cM with a mean marker density of one marker every
2 cM and covered an estimated 74% of the predicted flax
genome size of 370 Mb [52]. Thus, these SSR markers span
most regions of the flax genome. Using the same set of SSR
markers, Cloutier et al. detected two major QTL each for LIO,
LIN, and iodine value (IOD), and one major QTL for PAL, in a
doubled-haploid (DH) population of 78 lines generated from
a cross between SP2047 and UGG5-5 [53]. Soto-Cerda et al.
[56] used the association mapping approach and a flax core
collection of 390 accessions with 460 SSR markers to identify
QTL for seed quality traits in this germplasm collection. A total
of nine QTL were associated with OIL, LIO, and LIN, some of
which colocalized with QTL previously identified in the SP2047/
UGG5-5 biparental population [53]. These previous studies
provide data useful for validating results from GS in flax.
The objective of this studywas to explore the feasibility ofGS
in flax breeding by comparing accuracies and relative efficien-
cies of genomic prediction in multiple biparental populations
using genome-wide SSR marker sets and several GS statistical
models for seed yield and seed quality traits in flax.2. Materials and methods
2.1. Populations
Three biparental populations were used for evaluation of
GS. The first population (BM) was generated by single-seed
descent from a cross between CDC Bethune [58] and Macbeth
[59], and consisted of 243 F6-derived recombinant inbred lines
(RILs). Its two parents were high-yielding Canadian linseed
cultivars containing 55–57% LIN [58,59]. The second popula-
tion (EV) comprised 90 F6-derived RILs from a cross between
E1747, an ethyl methane sulphonate (EMS)-induced low LIN
breeding line [60], and Viking, a French fiber flax cultivar
grown widely in 2000 but deregistered in 2012. The third
population (SU) was an F1-derived doubled haploid (DH)
population of 78 lines obtained from a cross between the
breeding line SP2047, which gave rise to a yellow-seeded Solin
variety called Linola 2047 that contains only 2–3% LIN, and
breeding line UGG5-5, which is a high-LIN line with 63–66%
LIN [53,61]. These three populations have beenused for genetic
mapping and QTL detection [52,53,62].
2.2. Phenotypic data
Lines from the three biparental populations were evaluated in
field tests over 3 or 4 years (2009–2012) at two sites (Morden,
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Saskatchewan) in Canada. A type-2 modified augmented
design (MAD2) [63] was used for the field experiments from
which phenotypic data were collected. The detailed experi-
mental design was described in [64]. All 243 lines of the BM
population were genotyped in eight environments (2009–2012
at two sites), and 86 lines of the EV population and 72 lines
of the SU population were evaluated in six environments
(2010–2012 at two sites). Of the lines evaluated in field tests,
243 lines in BM, 86 in EV, and 70 in SU were genotyped with
SSR markers and used for GS evaluation.
Seed yield data were recorded by harvesting two 0.5-m
sections from rows located in the central part of each subplot.
A total of 1 g of seed from each line in each environment
was sampled for measurement of oil content and fatty acid
composition. Methyl esters of fatty acids were prepared
according to the American Oil Chemists' Society (AOCS)
Official Method Ce 2-66 and fatty acid composition was
measured by capillary gas chromatography (GC) following
AOCS Official Method Ce 1e-91 [65]. Oil content was deter-
mined by nuclear magnetic resonance calibrated against the
Federation of Oils, Seeds and Fats Associations (FOSFA)
extraction reference method. Five target traits in flaxseed
breeding including YLD (t ha–1), OIL (%), IOD, LIO (%), and LIN
(%) were selected for GS evaluation.
2.3. Genotyping data
In this GS assessment, 340, 443, and 474 polymorphic SSR
markers were used for BM, EV, and SU, respectively. These
markers have been incorporated into respective linkage
groups for each of the three populations and into a consensus
linkage map of all three populations [52]. The consensus
genetic map covers 74% of the estimated flax genome size.
Thus, these SSR markers represent a genome-wide set of
SSR markers. To compare effects of genomic predictions on
marker sets of different sizes, 102 markers extracted from the
full marker set and shared by all three populations were used
as a common marker set. Thus, for each of the three
populations, we compared two marker sets, the full and the
common. For a fewmissing genotypes in the data sets, the EM
algorithm implemented in the R (version 2.5, http://cran.r-
project.org/) package rrBLUP [66] was used for data imputation
[67].
2.4. Statistical models used for GS
Three predictive models for GS were compared: ridge regres-
sion best linear unbiased prediction (RR-BLUP) [3,68], Bayesian
LASSO (BL) [69], and Bayesian ridge regression (BRR) [70].
All predictive models estimate marker effects by modelling
markers as random effects. The average performance of traits
in multiple environments was used to represent phenotypes.
No fixed effects were fitted in the models. The statistical
models and computation procedures have been described in
detail [71,72]. The R package rrBLUP [66] was used to fit the
RR-BLUPmodel, and the R package BLR [73] was used to fit the
BL and BRR models. The parameters used for fitting BL and
BRR were determined based on suggestions of de los Campos
et al. (2013) [73]. Broad-sense heritability of traits estimated inthe three populations (see Statistical analysis) was used for
building the BL and BRR models.
2.5. Evaluation of GS
Fivefold cross-validation was used to evaluate the accuracy of
GS within the three single biparental populations and their
pooled populations. The respective data set was randomly
partitioned into five subsets. For a given partition, each fold
(subset) was in turn used for validation (test data set), and
the remaining four of the five subsets were used as a training
data set. This partitioning of training and test data sets was
repeated 100 times. In this manner, a total of 500 training data
sets were formed to build GS models and estimate marker
effects, which then were used to predict the breeding values
of the lines in the 500 test data sets using the same set of
markers. Each of the sampling data sets was used for GS
modeling, GEBV prediction, and evaluation of all studied GS
models. The accuracy of the genomic predictions (rMP) was
defined as the Pearson's correlation between the genetic
values predicted by GS and the observed phenotypic values.
The relative efficiency of genomic prediction over phenotypic
selection (RE) was estimated as rMP=Hˆ 2 [20,74], where Hˆ2 refers
to the broad-sense heritability described in the next section.
The mean rMP and RE of the total 500 samplings for a
combination of a marker set, a GS model, and a population
were used to describe, respectively, the prediction accuracy of
GS and efficiency of one cycle of GS relative to one cycle of
phenotypic selection for a trait. In addition, the coefficient of
determination (R2) for each fitted GS model was estimated.
The R2 of a fitted GS model was calculated as 1 − SSres/SStotal,
where SSres is the sum of squares of the residuals and SStotal is
the total sum of squares, representing the ratio of the variance
accounted for by the model to the total variance of a trait. R2
represents the goodness of fit of a GS model that establishes a
relationship between phenotypes and genotypes of a training
population. For comparisons of different GS models, marker
sets, traits, or biparental populations, a joint analysis of
variance (ANOVA) with the PROC ANOVA procedure of SAS
was performed to test the statistical significance of differ-
ences in rMP, RE, and R2.
2.6. Statistical analysis
All phenotypic observations from the field trials and labora-
tory measurements were adjusted for soil heterogeneity as
previously described based on the MAD2 pipeline [64]. The
adjusted phenotypic data of each biparental population was
analyzed separately using a linear model:
yij ¼ μþ Gi þ Ej þ GEð Þij þ εij;
where yij is the adjusted value of the i-th genotype (line) (i = 1,
2, …, g) in the j-th environment (a combination of year and
site) (j = 1, 2, …, e); μ is the overall mean; Gi is the genotype
effect of the i-th genotype; Ej is the environment effect of the
j-th environment; (GE)ij is the interaction effect between the
i-th genotype and the j-th environment; and εij is the joint
experimental error estimated based on the joint ANOVA of
three control cultivars in the MAD2 design [75].
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Hˆ 2 = σˆ2G / σˆ
2
P, where σˆ2G and σˆ
2
P are the genetic and phenotypic
variance, respectively. For the Hˆ2 on a plot basis across
environments, σˆ2P ¼ (σˆ2G + σˆ2GE + σˆ2e ), where σˆ 2G , σˆ2GE , and σˆ2e
correspond to the genetic variance, the genotype and
environment interaction (G × E) variance, and the error
variance, respectively. But for the Hˆ2 on an entry-mean
basis, σˆ2P ¼ σˆ2G + σˆ 2GE=e + σˆ 2e=ðenÞ , where e and n represent,
respectively, the number of environments and the replica-
tions per environment [75]. The genetic correlation coeffi-
cients ( rˆ G ) between any two traits were estimated as rˆ G =
COVˆ G12=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
σˆ 2G1σˆ
2
G2
q
, where COVˆ G12 is the genetic covariance
between two traits, and σˆ 2G1 and σˆ
2
G2 are their respective
genetic variances. The genetic coefficient of variation (GCV)
was calculated as GCVˆ ¼ σˆ G=x , where x is the population
mean. These variance and covariance components were
estimated using the method of moments based on ANOVA
or multivariate ANOVA (MANOVA) [75] and on restricted
maximum likelihood (REML) [76,77]. The standard error of
Hˆ2 was estimated using the delta method implemented for
the MAD2 design [75]. The four methods for estimating Hˆ2 ,
ANOVA on a plot basis (AP), ANOVA on an entry-mean basis
(AM), REML on a plot basis (RP), and REML on an entry-mean
basis (RM) were compared, and the AP was finally adopted.Fig. 1 – Box-and-whisker plots for phenotypic performanceAll statistical analyses were performed using R, SAS (V9.3,
SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, USA), and custom Perl scripts.3. Results
3.1. Genetic variation of biparental populations
Genetic variation of the five traits YLD, OIL, IOD, LIO, and LIN
in the three biparental populations was first assessed.
Separate ANOVAs for the five traits in the three populations
showed that all traits had significant genetic variation
(Table S1). Although all traits showed large variation across
environments (3 or 4 years at two sites), the G × E interactions
showed a rather small proportion of the total variation for
IOD, LIO, and LIN in all three populations (Table S1) and some
of them were not statistically significant, indicating that, for
these traits, the performances of the lines within each of the
three biparental populations had relatively consistent ranks
in the different environments. YLD had a large proportion of
the G × E variance over the total variance, whereas OIL was
less affected by environment than was YLD.
Although the five traits showed marked genetic differ-
ences within the three populations, their population means
and genetic variances varied across populations as a conse-
quence of parental differences (Fig. 1, Table 1). Among theof five traits in biparental populations BM, EV, and SU.
Table 1 – Estimates of genetic parameters of five traits in three biparental populations.
Trait Pop Mean Hˆ2 ± s σˆ 2P σˆ 2G σˆ
2
GE σˆ
2
e GCVˆ (%)
OIL (%) BM 45.03 0.38 ± 0.02 ⁎⁎ 2.20 0.84 0.89 0.46 2.03
EV 40.76 0.57 ± 0.04 ⁎⁎ 1.40 0.80 0.04 0.56 2.19
SU 45.78 0.68 ± 0.04 ⁎⁎ 2.22 1.52 0.44 0.26 2.69
IOD BM 188.83 0.68 ± 0.02 ⁎⁎ 12.76 8.66 2.56 1.54 1.56
EV 172.44 0.92 ± 0.01 ⁎⁎ 227.36 208.12 4.95 14.29 8.37
SU 185.53 0.92 ± 0.01 ⁎⁎ 246.27 226.92 0.00 19.44 8.12
LIO (%) BM 15.88 0.65 ± 0.02 ⁎⁎ 1.15 0.74 0.24 0.16 5.43
EV 37.45 0.91 ± 0.01 ⁎⁎ 277.98 252.97 5.10 19.91 42.47
SU 30.26 0.94 ± 0.01 ⁎⁎ 336.56 314.82 4.94 16.81 58.64
LIN (%) BM 55.10 0.67 ± 0.02 ⁎⁎ 4.39 2.96 0.86 0.57 3.12
EV 35.33 0.92 ± 0.01 ⁎⁎ 277.86 254.45 5.61 17.80 45.15
SU 45.61 0.93 ± 0.01 ⁎⁎ 319.68 297.85 2.31 19.52 37.84
YLD (t ha−1) BM 15.68 0.01 ± 0.01 12.89 0.15 8.99 3.75 2.48
EV 9.21 0.16 ± 0.04 ⁎⁎ 5.59 0.91 0.76 3.93 10.35
SU 11.45 0.14 ± 0.04 ⁎⁎ 10.48 1.43 4.14 4.91 10.45
Hˆ 2 , σˆ 2P , σˆ 2G , σˆ 2GE , σˆ 2e , and GCVˆ are estimates of broad-sense heritability, phenotypic variance, genetic variance, genotype × environment
interaction variance, error variance, and genetic coefficient of variation, respectively. s: standard error. All variance components and Hˆ 2 were
estimated using the method of moments of ANOVA on a plot basis. BM: CDC Bethune/Macbeth; EV: E1747/Viking; SU: SP2047/UGG5-5; OIL: oil
content; IOD: iodine value; LIO: linoleic acid content; LIN: linolenic acid content; YLD: seed yield. The population (Pop) sizes for the three
populations BM, EV, and SU were 243, 86, and 70, respectively.
⁎⁎ Significance of heritability at the 0.01 probability level using approximate Z test.
294 T H E C R O P J O U R N A L 4 ( 2 0 1 6 ) 2 9 0 – 3 0 3three populations, SU showed the largest genetic variance,
whereas BM showed the smallest but also showed a larger
proportion of error variances over the total variance in the
traits (Table 1). In BM, both parents, CDC Bethune and
Macbeth showed relatively high LIN contents and high seed
yield [58,59], resulting in a high LIN:LIO ratio and high seed
yield with small genetic variation (1.56–5.43% of GCVˆ ) in the
population compared with those of EV and SU (2.19–58.64% of
GCVˆ ) (Table 1). Principal components analysis (PCA) of the five
traits further showed that the BM individuals formed a tighter
cluster than the SU and EV lines (Fig. 2). The individuals fromFig. 2 – Principal components analysis of 399 lines in three bipar
six or eight environments. The first and second principal compo
titles represent the variance explained by each of the two princithe three populations grouped independently in different
regions with little overlap, revealing their distinct underlying
genetic characteristics and thus their utility for evaluation of
GS in different breeding populations.
Broad-sense heritability Hˆ2 of traits on a plot basis was
estimated in the three biparental populations separately
(Table 1). Hˆ2 represents the ratio of genetic variance to total
phenotypic variance of a trait and depends largely on genetic
coefficient of variation, G × E interaction, and error variance
of the trait. Because of low genetic variation and compared to
the error variance for most traits in BM, the Hˆ 2 values for fiveental populations (BM, EV, and SU) based on five traits across
nents are plotted. The percentages in parentheses in the axis
pal components.
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not significantly different from zero (Table 1). Based on the
heritability estimates in EV and SU, LIN, LIO, and IOD had high
Hˆ 2 values (>0.90), OIL had intermediate Hˆ 2 values (0.5–0.7),
and YLD had low Hˆ 2 values (<0.2) because of the higher error
and the G × E variance associated with this trait (Table 1).
Owing to the relatively small proportions of the error and
G × E variances in the total variance, the Hˆ 2 values for LIN,
LIO, and IOD were attributed largely to the genetic variance of
populations, whereas YLD and OIL were significantly affected
by G × E interaction.
Genetic correlation coefficients among the five traits were
calculated separately for the three populations (Table 2,
upper triangle). The results showed that estimates of genetic
correlations between traits were also affected by the genetic
characteristics of the populations. Genetic correlation coeffi-
cients between some traits were inconsistent in quantity and/
or direction of correlation among the biparental populations.
As expected, IOD, an estimate of the desaturation level of oil,
was highly negatively (close to −1) correlated with LIO and
positively (close to 1) correlated with LIN in both EV and SU.
However, significant positive correlations between IOD and
both LIO (0.13) and LIN (0.96) were observed in BM. OIL showed
varying correlations with some traits in the three biparental
populations. OIL was correlated negatively with LIN and
positively with LIO in SU, but no correlation between these
three traits was observed in the other two populations.
Between YLD and OIL, a highly significantly positive genetic
correlation in EV but a negative one in SU was obtained.
3.2. Accuracy of genomic prediction
Accuracies of genomic prediction (hereafter called prediction
accuracies or rMP) in the three biparental populations (BM, EV,
and SU) and the two SSR marker sets (full and common) using
three GS models (RR-BLUP, BL, and BRR) for five seed traitsTable 2 – Genetic correlation coefficients among five traits (
prediction accuracies (rMP) among the same five traits (lower tri
Trait Population OIL (%) IOD
OIL (%) BM −0.2
EV −0.0
SU −0.6
IOD BM −0.05 ⁎⁎
EV 0.29 ⁎⁎
SU 0.15 ⁎⁎
LIO (%) BM 0.05 ⁎⁎ 0.11
EV 0.31 ⁎⁎ 0.98
SU 0.14 ⁎⁎ 0.93
LIN (%) BM 0.02 0.86
EV 0.30 ⁎⁎ 0.99
SU 0.15 ⁎⁎ 0.97
YLD (t ha−1) BM −0.07 ⁎⁎ 0.05
EV 0.39 ⁎⁎ 0.19
SU 0.02 0.01
See Table 1 for the abbreviations of traits and populations. The sample siz
243, 86, and 70, respectively. The sample size for Pearson's correlation o
applied to the full marker set were used for calculation of Pearson’s corre
⁎ Statistical significance at the 0.05 probability level.
⁎⁎ Statistical significance at the 0.01 probability level.were estimated based on fivefold cross-validation with 100
replications. A joint ANOVA of rMP showed significant
differences among the five traits, among the three popula-
tions, and between the two SSR marker sets (Table S2).
Significant interactions between these three factors (traits,
populations, and marker sets) were also observed, such
as population × marker set, population × trait, and marker
set × trait (Table S2).
The mean rMP of 500 samplings for each trait–population–
marker set–GS model combination was calculated to describe
the predicted accuracy (Table 3). Overall mean rMP for all five
traits ranged from 0.25 to 0.52 for the full marker set and from
0.19 to 0.41 for the commonmarker set. On average, higher rMP
estimates were obtained for IOD, LIO, and LIN (0.41, 0.45, and
0.47, respectively) than the other traits because of their higher
Hˆ 2, σˆ 2G, or GCVˆ . OIL had a lower mean rMP (0.37) than IOD, LIO,
and LIN. Owing to the low Hˆ 2 for YLD, a low mean rMP (0.22)
was obtained (Table 3). The rMP estimates of the traits using
the full marker set (0.44) were consistently and significantly
superior to those using the commonmarker set (0.33) (Table 3,
Fig. 3A). Among the three biparental populations, the overall
mean rMP of the five traits within EV (0.47) was significantly
higher than that within SU (0.35), which was also significantly
superior to that within BM (0.32) (Fig. 3B).
Although a significant difference in rMP between the three
GS models at the 0.05 probability level was observed (Table
S1), BL, BRR, and RR-BLUP had similar mean rMP in the full
marker set (0.33–0.34) and in the common marker set
(0.43–0.44) (Fig. 4). The overall mean rMP for BL, BRR, and
RR-BLUP were 0.39, 0.38, and 0.38, respectively, showing no
difference between BRR and RR-BLUP. The differences among
the three GS models were much smaller than those among
the populations and between the marker sets (Table S2).
The three single biparental populations were merged to
generate four pooled populations to assess the effect on rMP of
increased genetic diversity and size of training population.upper triangle) and Pearson's correlation coefficients of
angle).
LIO (%) LIN (%) YLD (t ha−1)
0 ⁎⁎ −0.01 −0.21 ⁎⁎ 0.00
7 −0.01 −0.03 0.76 ⁎⁎
4 ⁎⁎ 0.65 ⁎⁎ −0.65 ⁎⁎ −0.35 ⁎⁎
0.13 ⁎⁎ 0.96 ⁎⁎ 0.06
−0.99 ⁎⁎ 1.00 ⁎⁎ −0.09
−0.95 ⁎⁎ 0.99 ⁎⁎ 0.12 ⁎⁎
⁎⁎ 0.13 ⁎⁎ −0.20 ⁎⁎
⁎⁎ −1.00 ⁎⁎ −0.09
⁎⁎ −0.99 ⁎⁎ −0.30 ⁎⁎
⁎⁎ 0.00 0.12 ⁎⁎
⁎⁎ 0.99 ⁎⁎ 0.06
⁎⁎ 0.98 ⁎⁎ 0.21 ⁎⁎
⁎⁎ −0.09 ⁎⁎ 0.07 ⁎⁎
⁎⁎ 0.20 ⁎ 0.19 ⁎⁎
0.02 0.02
es for genetic correlation of phenotypic values in BM, EV, and SU were
f rMP was 3000 for all populations. The results of the RR-BLUP model
lation coefficients.
Table 3 – Prediction accuracies (rMP) and relative efficiency of genomic selection over phenotypic selection (RE) of five traits
for two marker sets (full and common) in three biparental populations (BM, EV, and SU).
Trait Population Full Common
rMP ± s RE ± s rMP ± s RE ± s
OIL (%) BM 0.43 ± 0.11 b 1.13 ± 0.29 ⁎⁎ a 0.37 ± 0.12 a 0.95 ± 0.30 ⁎⁎ a
EV 0.56 ± 0.15 a 0.99 ± 0.27 b 0.29 ± 0.19 b 0.51 ± 0.33 ⁎⁎ b
SU 0.31 ± 0.21 c 0.45 ± 0.31 ⁎⁎ c 0.25 ± 0.22 c 0.36 ± 0.32 ⁎⁎ c
IOD BM 0.28 ± 0.14 c 0.41 ± 0.20 ⁎⁎ c 0.24 ± 0.12 c 0.35 ± 0.18 ⁎⁎ c
EV 0.70 ± 0.11 a 0.76 ± 0.12 ⁎⁎ a 0.48 ± 0.18 a 0.52 ± 0.20 ⁎⁎ a
SU 0.40 ± 0.19 b 0.44 ± 0.20 ⁎⁎ b 0.37 ± 0.19 b 0.40 ± 0.21 ⁎⁎ b
LIO (%) BM 0.36 ± 0.11 c 0.56 ± 0.17 ⁎⁎ b 0.30 ± 0.18 c 0.11 ± 0.16 ⁎⁎ c
EV 0.70 ± 0.11 a 0.77 ± 0.12 ⁎⁎ a 0.47 ± 0.18 a 0.52 ± 0.20 ⁎⁎ a
SU 0.46 ± 0.18 b 0.50 ± 0.20 ⁎⁎ c 0.39 ± 0.19 b 0.41 ± 0.21 ⁎⁎ b
LIN (%) BM 0.43 ± 0.12 b 0.64 ± 0.18 ⁎⁎ b 0.38 ± 0.11 b 0.56 ± 0.17 ⁎⁎ a
EV 0.70 ± 0.11 a 0.76 ± 0.12 ⁎⁎ a 0.48 ± 0.18 a 0.52 ± 0.20 ⁎⁎ b
SU 0.43 ± 0.19 b 0.47 ± 0.20 ⁎⁎ c 0.38 ± 0.19 b 0.41 ± 0.21 ⁎⁎ c
YLD (t ha–1) BM 0.22 ± 0.11 c –† 0.23 ± 0.11 b –†
EV 0.25 ± 0.19 b 1.52 ± 1.15 ⁎⁎ b 0.06 ± 0.23 c 0.39 ± 1.40 ⁎⁎ b
SU 0.29 ± 0.23 a 2.09 ± 1.69 ⁎⁎ a 0.29 ± 0.22 a 2.09 ± 1.59 ⁎⁎ a
See Table 1 for the abbreviations of traits and populations. For each trait, the same letters represent a lack of statistical significance at the 0.05
probability level between populations. Duncan's multiple-range test was used. The RE estimate for YLD in BM is not available because of the
non-significant heritability of YLD in BM. s: standard deviation.
⁎⁎ Significant difference of RE from 1.00 at the 0.01 probability level.
† REs were not calculated because the estimated genetic variances were negligible.
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Fig. 5 shows comparisons of mean rMP estimates in the five
traits in terms of three single populations and their pooled
populations. Significant improvement of genomic prediction
was achieved in some of the pooled populations, especially
in EV + SU, which had large genetic variation. Significant
increases in rMP occurred primarily in traits with low or
intermediate heritability, including YLD and OIL. For example,
the mean rMP for YLD reached as high as 0.50 in BM + SU and
0.47 in EV + SU, whereas that for OIL was 0.67 in EV + SU.Fig. 3 – Box-and-whisker plots for the prediction accuracies (rMP)
marker sets (A) and three biparental populations (B).3.3. RE of GS over phenotypic selection
The mean RE of GS over direct phenotypic selection was
calculated for the five traits (Table 3). Because the Hˆ 2 for YLD
in BM was very small (0.01), and not significantly different
from zero, the RE estimate was not reliable and was
accordingly removed. Direct phenotypic selection for a trait
was considered to have a baseline efficiency of 1.00. Thus, an
RE greater than 1.00 indicates that GS is more efficient than
direct phenotypic selection. Similarly with rMP, significantof five traits assessed using fivefold cross-validation in two
Table 4 – Correlation coefficients between rE and broad-
sense heritability (Hˆ2) estimated using different methods.
Hˆ2(AM) Hˆ2(AP) Hˆ 2(RM) Hˆ 2(RP)
rE 0.8164 0.9799 0.8857 0.9943
Hˆ 2(AM) 0.7819 0.9591 0.8031
Hˆ 2(AP) 0.8211 0.9898
Hˆ 2(RM) 0.8616
The sample size for correlation is 15 (three populations and
five traits). rE: mean value of correlation coefficients of trait
performance between all possible pairs of environments; Hˆ2 (AM):
Hˆ2 estimated by ANOVA on an entry-mean basis; Hˆ2 (AP): Hˆ2
estimated by ANOVA on a plot basis; Hˆ2(RM): Hˆ2 estimated by REML
on an entry-mean basis; Hˆ2 (RP): Hˆ2 estimated by REML on a plot
basis.
Fig. 4 – Box-and-whisker plot for prediction accuracies (rMP)
assessed using fivefold cross-validation in several GS
models and marker sets.
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sets, among the three populations, and among the five traits
(Table S2), but no significant difference was observed among
the three GS models. Except for YLD for the common marker
set in the EV population, the RE for YLD ranged from 1.52 to
2.09, significantly greater than 1.00 (p < 0.01). The overall
mean RE values were 0.73, 0.48, 0.54, 0.56, and 1.52 for OIL,
IOD, LIO, LIN, and YLD, respectively.
3.4. Goodness-of-fit of GS models
R2 of the fitted models was calculated to show the proportion
of the total variation for which a predictive model using
different marker sets and different GS modeling methods
could account. Statistically significant correlation between rMP
and model R2 was observed (r = 0.27, p = 0). The BRR model
had a significantly (p < 0.001) higher model R2 than the other
two (Table 2S, Fig. 6). The predictive models using the full
marker set had significantly higher model R2 than those using
the common marker set (Fig. 6A) and the predictive models
in the EV population had higher model R2 than those in the
SU and BM (p < 0.001) (Fig. 6B), a finding consistent with the
results of rMP.4. Discussion
4.1. Estimation of broad-sense heritability in MAD2 trials
H2 is the ratio of genetic to total phenotypic variance,
representing the extent to which studied genotypes are
affected by environment and experimental error and the
accuracy or repeatability of phenotypic selection in breeding.Heritability estimates were also critical for accurately esti-
mating RE in this study. For a multi-environmental MAD2 trial
to estimate H2, themoment method based on joint ANOVAwas
proposed [75]. Recently [76,77], an alternative REMLmethod has
been widely used for estimation of heritability and genetic
correlation. In addition, two types of H2 estimates in plant
breeding, on a plot basis and on an entry-mean basis, can be
calculated. Because test lines have no replications in MAD2
trials, the H2 estimates on a plot basis are suggested [75]. To
assess the accuracy of H2 estimates in MAD2 trials, all four
methods (AM, AP, RM, and RP) were used to estimate H2 for the
five traits in the three populations. To determine the accuracy of
the fourmethods,we first need to know the trueH2 values of the
traits. Although the true H2 values are unknown, it is possible to
define an indicator that emulates the true H2 values. Assuming
that a trait has high heritability, the performance of lines in one
environment should show high repeatability in other environ-
ments, that is, the trait performance of lines should have a high
correlation between any pair of environments. In contrast,
a low-heritability trait should show a low correlation of trait
performance between any two environments. Accordingly, the
mean value of the correlation coefficients between all possible
pairs of environments in a multi-environmental trial (rE) can
be used as an indicator of the true H2 value. A perfect linear
relationship between the rE values and the Hˆ 2 values calculated
from different traits and populations is expected. The rE and Hˆ 2
estimated from the four methods for the five traits in the three
populations are shown in Table S3. Correlation coefficients
among these Hˆ 2 and rE were calculated (Table 4). Strong
correlations of rE with Hˆ 2 estimated using AP (r = 0.9799) and
with Hˆ 2 estimated using RP (r = 0.9943) were observed (Table
4, Fig. 7). In addition, AP and RP yielded highly similar Hˆ 2
(r = 0.9898). However, both AM and RM overestimatedH2 (Fig. 7).
These comparisons showed that ANOVA- and REML-based
methods had highly similar H2 estimates and that plot-based
H2 estimates were more accurate than entry-mean-based
estimates in MAD2 trials. Accordingly, heritability estimates on
a plot basis were used in this study.
4.2. Target traits in linseed breeding
Five major target traits in linseed breeding, OIL, IOD, LIO, LIN,
and YLD, were evaluated in this study for genomic prediction.
IOD is a measurement of lipid unsaturation and is calculated
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Fig. 5 – Comparison of prediction accuracies (rMP) assessed using fivefold cross-validation and a common marker set for three
single populations and their four pooled populations. The sizes of the training/test data sets were 194/47 for BM, 69/17 for EV,
56/14 for SU, 263/66 for BM + EV, 250/63 for BM + SU, 125/31 for EV + SU, and 319/80 for BM + EV + SU. For each trait, the same
letters represent an absence of statistical significance at the 0.05 probability level. Duncan's multiple-range test was used.
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tion, with breeding lines with high LIN normally showing high
IOD [53]. We observed highly significant genetic correlations
rˆG (close to 1 or −1) between IOD, LIO, and LIN in the three
biparental populations, albeit different between IOD and
LIO in BM (Table 2). The inverse correlations between IOD
and LIO and between IOD and LIN in EV and SU are likely
attributable to the inverse relationship of these two fatty acids
in these populations as a consequence of the segregation of
non-functional FAD3 enzymes, whereas the positive correla-
tions in BM, a conventional cross with a much smaller range
of variation in LIO and LIN content, reflect the smaller
contribution to IOD of LIO with two double bonds than that
of LIN with three. IOD has been an indicator and selective traitFig. 6 – Box-and-whisker plots for the GS model R2 assessed usin
sets (A) and three biparental populations (B).for favorable fatty acid composition in conventional flax
breeding. Cloutier et al. (2010) [53] detected two major QTL
for the colocated LIO, LIN, and IOD traits in SU, supporting the
hypothesis of an interrelationship between these three traits.
In the randomly generated 100-sample sets (a total of 500
samplings because of fivefold cross-validation) of the same
size as the training and test data sets, we observed that
for different traits, the optimal training population with the
maximum prediction accuracy within these samples was
always different except for IOD, LIO, and LIN. We calculated
the Pearson's correlation coefficients of rMP between five traits
using results from the 500 samplings and observed consis-
tency between Pearson's correlation coefficients of rMP and
the genetic correlation coefficients among most traits (Tableg fivefold cross-validation in three GS models in two marker
0.0
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Fig. 7 – Relationship of rE with broad-sense heritability (Hˆ 2) estimated by four methods. AM: ANOVA on an entry-mean basis;
AP: ANOVA on a plot basis; RM: REML on an entry-mean basis; RP: REML on a plot basis. rE is the average correlation coefficient
of trait performance between all pairs of environments for a trait in a population.
299T H E C R O P J O U R N A L 4 ( 2 0 1 6 ) 2 9 0 – 3 0 32, lower triangle). Highly significant positive correlations of
rMP between IOD, LIO, and LIN (r = 0.93–0.99) were observed in
EV and SU, showing that GS using any of these three traits will
be effective in improving the other two as well. This result
also further confirmed that the same QTL may contribute
to the values of all three traits. Thus, IOD can be used as a
representative trait for selection of high LIN or high LIO in
linseed breeding.
Besides high LIN or high LIO, high YLD and high OIL are
also important selection targets in linseed breeding. We
did not find consistent and significant negative genetic
correlations between YLD and OIL, LIN, or LIO in any of the
populations (Table 2), a finding indicative of, among other
things, the lack of genetic linkage among these traits. It is
therefore possible to breed for individuals with high YLD,
high OIL, and high LIN or high LIO from diverse breeding
populations by crossing parental lines of large phenotypic
differences in target traits.
4.3. rMP and RE of GS
To evaluate the efficiency of GS for the five target traits in
flax breeding, two criteria were used. rMP based on a fivefold
cross-validation scheme has been used to describe prediction
accuracy [26,28,78,79] in many GS evaluation studies to date
because of the linear relationship between prediction accura-
cy and genetic gain [80]. In fivefold cross-validation, any four
folds (80%) of the individuals serve as a training population
and the remaining fold (20%) is kept as a test data set. Usually,
a large sampling of training and test data sets will be
generated to estimate rMP, generally resulting in a normal or
nearly normal distribution of rMP estimates. The mean or
median of the distribution is used to represent the GS
prediction accuracy of a trait [81]. In this study, the mean of
rMP estimates was used to represent the prediction accuracy
under a certain training population size and at a combination
of biparental populations, GS models, and marker sets. Our
results showed rMP for the five traits, ranging from 0.08 to 0.70
depending on traits, populations, and marker sets, compara-
ble to those in biparental wheat populations of similar sizes
[82,83] and in other crops [2,84].RE represents a comparison for predictive response to one
cycle of GS versus that to one cycle of phenotypic selection
[20]. Generally, rMP is related to the heritability of a trait. IOD,
LIN, and LIO, with high heritability (Table 1), had high rMP
(0.50–0.56 for the full and 0.42–0.44 for the common marker
set), whereas the rMP of YLD was small (0.24 for both marker
sets). Because of the higher heritability of IOD, LIN, and LIO,
direct phenotypic selection on them would be more efficient
than one cycle of GS. In contrast, GS for YLD had an overall
mean RE of 1.52, showing significantly higher selection
efficiency than direct phenotypic selection, whereas GS for
IOD, LIN, and LIO had a low RE of 0.61–0.81 for the full marker
set and 0.50–0.62 for the common marker set, being less
efficient than direct phenotypic selection. However, in
Canadian conversional flax breeding, one cycle of selection
in the field and one generation for advance in a winter
nursery can be achieved per year. In contrast, for GS, at least
two cycles of selection can be applied in both the field season
and winter nursery each year, allowing a doubling of the RE of
GS. Even though the REs for IOD, LIN, LIO, and OIL were less
than 1.00, two cycles of GS per year for them are still more
efficient than one cycle of phenotypic selection per year. In
addition, the cost of phenotyping YLD and seed quality traits
may exceed the cost of genotyping. Thus, GS for all five target
traits could be efficient and could increase genetic gain
per year and per unit cost.
4.4. GS models
Three GS models, RR-BLUP, BL, and BRR, were tested.
Theoretically, the BRR method used here is the Bayesian
equivalent of RR-BLUP [85]. Under the RR-BLUP model, marker
effects have a fixed variance and all markers are included in
the model by shrinkage of all marker effects to the same
degree. It is assumed that a trait is controlled by multiple loci
with small additive effects. Thus, RR-BLUP and BRR may be
suitable for modeling complex traits such as seed yield and
oil content. An empirical study in rice demonstrated that
RR-BLUP was the best-performing method for grain yield
where no large-effect QTL were detected by genome-wide
association study [26]. BL, as a Bayesian model, assumes few
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controlled by several major genes or QTL such as the fatty acid
composition in this study [86]. Because traits differ in their
genetic architecture among and across populations, no single
best model for all traits and populations exists, and the
fit between the marker-effect assumptions and the genetic
architecture of the target traits is thought [87–89] to be the
most critical factor determining the effectiveness of GS
models. Our results showed similar rMP values, 0.39, 0.38,
and 0.38 for BL, BRR, and RR-BLUP, respectively, as well as
similar RE values for the three statistical models (0.72, 0.72,
and 0.70, respectively). Compared with other factors (popula-
tions, marker sets, and traits), the GS model contributed the
least to the mean squares in the joint ANOVA for rMP and RE
(Table S2), implying that selection of the GS model was less
critical than that of populations, markers, and traits. RR-BLUP
is the fastest method for computation and yields prediction
accuracy superior or similar to that of other Bayesianmethods
[17,26,28,90]. From the standpoint of computational efficiency
and prediction accuracy, RR-BLUP is the preferred predictive
model for GS [17,26].
In this study, the additional statistic R2 of a GS statistical
model was adopted to describe the goodness of fit between
markers and phenotypic data. It is noteworthy that the model
R2 of BRR was significantly higher than those of the other two
models (p < 0.001), showing that markers in the BRR model
may explain more genetic variation, possibly resulting in a
higher rMP.
4.5. Markers
Two sets of markers for each population, a full and a common
marker set, were used in this study. The common marker
set was the same for all three populations, whereas the full
marker sets differed across populations, but all contained the
common marker data set. The three full marker sets have
been used to build the consensus genetic map of flax which
covers an estimated 74% of the flax genome, showing that
the full marker set includes a genome-wide set of markers
[52]. We observed significant differences in rMP between
the full and the common marker sets, and observed signifi-
cant interactions between marker sets and populations and
between marker sets and traits (Table S2 and S3). Usually,
higher rMP was obtained for the full than for the common
marker set, but YLD gave a higher rMP for the common than for
the full marker set. In some cases, we may need to include
only markers linked to QTL, so that prior QTL information for
traits may be useful [81]. On the other hand, the models of the
full marker set explained amarkedly larger portion of the total
variation than those of the common marker set (Fig. 5A). On
average, 65.6% of total variation for the full and 45.3% for the
common marker set were explained by the models (data not
shown). Although 340, 443, and 474 SSR markers distributed
genome-wide in BM, EV, and SU, separately, were used for
the GS evaluation, it appeared that the marker density was
not sufficient for constructing more efficient models in flax.
Additional genetic markers may be needed to increase the
marker density and ultimately the proportion of the total
trait variation explained by the models. With the rapid
development of high-throughput genotyping techniques andthe relatively low cost of genotyping-by-sequencing, it is
feasible to genotype large populations with denser genetic
markers such as single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) for
further GS evaluation.
4.6. Populations
Biparental multi-families are the major breeding selection
populations in self-fertilizing crops including flax. Evaluation
of GS accuracy using such populations is warranted for
further practical GS. Some studies of genomic selection
using biparental populations have been reported in other
crop plants such as wheat, maize, Arabidopsis, and barley
[4,14,79,82,91] or using simulation data [92]. In our study, three
biparental populations were used for evaluation of GS.
Significant differences in rMP in both marker sets of the three
biparental populations (p < 0.001) were observed (Tables S2
and 3). These differences are resulted mostly from different
architectures and genetic variation of the three biparental
populations rather than differences in SSR markers, given
that the three populations shared the same SSR markers in
the common marker set. The PCA (Fig. 2) and estimates of
genetic parameters (σˆ 2G, GCVˆ , and rˆ G) of the three populations
(Tables 1 and 2) revealed these marked between-population
differences in genetic architecture and variation. An increase
of rMP and RE in flax will rely heavily on the assessment of
diverse populations, as shown by other studies [87–89,92].
These results show that similarity of genetic architecture
between training and test populations is needed for efficient
GS. Because of the limited genetic base in single biparental
populations, an elite, diverse germplasm population contain-
ing ancestors and elite direct parents of modern flax cultivars
would be a good choice for a training population used to
construct a predictive model, because this type of population
possesses the core genetic base for the breeding lines
developed in breeding programs [39].
The size of the training population is another important
factor in GS. The sizes of the three biparental populations in
this study were 243, 86, and 70 for BM, EV, and SU, respectively
(Table 1). Because of the fivefold cross-validation approach,
the actual sizes of the training populations were 194, 69,
and 56 for BM, EV, and SU, respectively. We observed a wide
distribution of prediction accuracies among the 500 randomly
sampled training populations [27]. The accuracy values
ranged from large negatives to large positives. The negative
rMPmay result from distinct genetic architectures between the
training and the test data sets sampled from small breeding
populations. As the size of the training population increases,
the mean and maximum rMP estimates in the randomly
sampled populations will increase and the standard deviation
will decrease [14,27,82]. Although BM had a training popula-
tion size of 194, much larger than those of EV and SU, the rMP
and RE of the five traits in BM were significantly lower than
those in EV and SU (Table 3), most likely owing to the low
genetic variation of the traits. In some of the four pooled
populations that contained two or three single biparental
populations (Fig. 5), the rMP significantly increased for the
studied traits, especially those with low heritability such as
YLD. However, the increase in the training population size
and genetic diversity in some pooled populations did not
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genetic diversity of a training population may play a compre-
hensive role inmodel construction. Further studies are needed
to determine the effective size and genetic architecture of an
optimal training population in flax.5. Conclusion
Using two (full and common) sets of SSR markers in each
of three biparental populations or their pooled populations
for five target traits in linseed breeding, three GS models
(RR-BLUP, BL, and BRR) were evaluated. The three GS models
showed similar rMP and RE; however, BRR yielded higher R2 of
fitted models than RR-BLUP and BL. The fitted GS models
using the full SSR marker sets explained more variation than
those using the common marker set. Traits such as IOD, LIO,
and LIN, with higher genetic variation and heritability in a
population, had higher rMP than low-heritability traits such as
YLD and OIL, whereas YLD showed an overall mean RE of 1.52
across all populations and two marker sets. GS for all five
traits may outperform direct phenotypic selection if two
or more cycles of GS per year are conducted. The empirical
results demonstrate that GS could increase genetic gain per
unit time for linseed breeding, but further studies are needed
to build optimal training populations and marker sets for
application of GS in linseed breeding.Acknowledgments
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